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The objective of this study was to estimate the genetic and permanent environmental (PE)
covariance functions for test-day records of logarithm of somatic cell count (SCS) of the first
lactation for Danish Holstein cattle, and to test the hypotheses that: genetic and environmental
variances change over first lactation, genetic correlations are near unity between any time
points in first lactation, and including aWilmink termwill improve the likelihood of more than
an extra order Legendre polynomial.
Ten data sets, consisting of 1,190,584 test day somatic cell count (SCC) records from 149,233
Danish Holstein cows, were extracted from the national milk recording database. Each data set
was analyzed with random regression models using AI-REML. Fixed effects in all models were
age at first calving, herd test day, days carrying calf, effects of germ plasm importation (e.g.
additive breed effects and heterosis) and stage of lactation as a fifth order normalized Legendre
polynomial (LP) combined with a Wilmink term (exp(−0.09*DIM)). Random effects were co-
variance functions for PE and additive genetic effects. The first and second data sets were
analyzed using two classes of models. In the first class, PE and genetic effects were modeled by
1st to 4th order LPs combinedwith aWilmink term. In the second class, 1st and 5th order LPs for
PE effect and for genetic effect were modeled without Wilmink term. Of the models tested, the
model with fifth order LP for both PE and genetic effects had the lowest−2ln(L). Furthermore,
based on a likelihood ratio test, this model was not significantly better than a model with fifth
order LP for PE effect and a fourth order LP for genetic effects. The last twomodels were applied
to the other data sets (set 3 to set 10). In all ten data sets, the model with fifth order LP for PE
effect and genetic effect were adequate to fit the data. The average heritability differed over the
lactation and was lowest at the beginning (0.098) and higher at the end of lactation (0.138 to
0.151). Genetic correlations between daily SCS were high for adjacent tests (nearly 1) and low
between the beginning and the end of lactation. The estimated environmental correlations
were lower than the genetic correlations, but the trends were similar. Based on test-day
records, the accuracy of genetic evaluations for SCC should be improved when the variation in
heritabilities and correlations are taking into account.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mastitis is the most costly disease in dairy cattle because
of its high incidence and its biological effects (Rupp and

Boichard, 1999). Clinical mastitis evaluationmay benefit from
multitrait analysis with correlated traits such as somatic cell
scores (SCS), udder conformation or production traits
(Negussie et al., 2006). In Finland, SCS and production traits
are currently evaluated using test-day data applying longitu-
dinal models (Faba, 2007 and Negussie et al., 2008). Selection
can be either direct using clinical mastitis (CM) records or
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indirect via information on traits that are genetically cor-
related to mastitis, such as somatic cell count (SCC) (Ødegard
et al., 2003). SCC is relatively easy to record and has a higher
heritability than mastitis incidence (Mrode and Swanson,
1996; Haile Mariam et al., 2001).

Generally, SCS is high at the beginning of lactation,
declines until 5 to 6 weeks into lactation, and then either
remains nearly constant (first parity) or rises linearly (later
parities) until dry-off (Schutz et al., 1995). Daily somatic cell
score (SCS) has usually been analyzed as repeated measure-
ments of the same trait. However, the genetic correlations
between SCS at different stages of lactation are less than
unity, which violates the assumptions of the repeatability
model (Reents et al., 1994; Mrode et al., 1998; Haile Mariam
et al., 2001; Ødegard et al., 2003). Random regression models
(RRM) represent an intermediate approach to the analysis of
longitudinal data between fully parameterized multivariate
models and repeatability models (Bermejo et al., 2003). The
RRM may be well suited for test-day analysis of longitudinal
traits because the random regression coefficients induce a
covariance structure along a given trajectory. A suitable
specification of a RRMmay lead to a parsimonious model that
takes account of the (co)variance structure across days in
milk (Ødegard et al., 2003). Theoretically, any function can be
used to model the co-variance structure in a RRM. However,
orthogonal polynomials such as normalized Legendre poly-
nomials are used often, because of desirable numerical
properties (Kirkpatrick et al., 1990).

Ødegard et al. (2003) found that the heritability of SCS
increased with days in milk (DIM), from 0.07 in the beginning
to 0.09 to 0.10 in late lactation. The increase in heritability
with stage of lactation is due to a small increase in genetic
variation and a large decrease in environmental variance,
especially the residual error variance that is specific to a
single test day (Haile Mariam et al., 2001). Both Ødegard et al.
(2003) and Haile Mariam et al. (2001) reported that genetic
correlations between daily SCS were high for adjacent test
days. Haile Mariam et al. (2001) reported that generally,
genetic correlations declined with the distance between test
days and depend on the stage of lactation.

The objectives of this study were to estimate the genetic
and permanent environmental covariance functions for test-
day records of SCS of the first lactation for Danish Holstein
cattle, and to test the hypotheses if with Danish Holstein
data, genetic and environmental variances change over first
lactation, genetic correlations are near unity between any
time points in first lactation and if including a Wilmink term
will improve the likelihood of more than an extra order
Legendre polynomial.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data

A data set consisting of monthly SCS records collected
from 10 to 315 day postpartum from 2,065,931 first-lactation
Danish Holstein cows, which had their first calving during
1990 to 2003 and at an age between 18 to 39 months (mth)
was extracted from the Danish national cattle database. From
this data set, ten sample data sets (consisting of 1,190,584 test
day somatic cell count (SCC) records) were extracted for

computational convenience. To insure that the sample data
sets consist of data from herds that was still active in 2003,
only data from herds with at least 4 primiparous cows per
year from 1999 to 2003 was included. Each data set included
test-day records from 15,000 cows, and data from a herdwere
only included in one sample data set. On average, the sample
data sets included 1,190,584 test day records (range from
116,637 records to 122,059 records). For each sample data
set, a pedigree file was extracted from the Danish national
cattle database by tracing as far back as possible. The ten
pedigree files include in average 329,070 animals (ranging
from 30,422 to 35,578). The data structure and the mean
for SCS are shown in Table 1 whereas Table 2 shows the
summary of data characteristics for factors used in the
analysis.

2.2. Statistical model

Each data set was analyzed using an animal model with
fixed and random regressions. All data analyses were
performed using the AI-REML procedure implemented in
the DMU package (Madsen and Jensen, 2007). The following
animal model was used for the analysis of data sets from first
parity:

Yijkp = Agei + HTDj + DIMk + b1DCARP + b2DHp + b3NHp

+ b4DRHFp + ∑
r

n=0
pepnZkn + ∑

t

n=0
GpnZkn + eijkp

where,

Yijkp test day observation of SCS;
Agei fixed effect of age at first calving in 22 class;
HTDj fixed effect of herd-test day;
DIMk fixed effect of DIM in 305 class;
b1 fixed regression coefficient of SCS on days carrying

calve (DCARp);
DCARp days carrying calve;
b2 fixed regression coefficient of SCS on the first

degree of heterozygosis (DHp);
DHp Danish Holstein;
b3 fixed regression coefficient of SCS on the second

degree of heterozygosis (NHp);
NHp Norwegian Holstein;
b4 fixed regression coefficient of SCS on breed pro-

portion Holstein Friesian (DRHFp);
DRHFp Danish Red Holstein Friesian;
Zkn polynomial n for DIM k, where n (0, …, r) for

permanent effects (PE) and n=(0, …, t) for
additive genetic effects;

Table 1
Data structure, arithmetic mean, standard deviation (in parentheses) and the
range across the 10 sample data sets.

Trait/variables Mean (STD) across
the 10 sample
data sets

Range in means across the
10 sample data sets

SCS 4.539 (1.123) 4.454 (1.092)–4.616 (1.113)
Age at calving, mth 27.27 (3.642) 26.58 (3.27)–27.94 (3.95)
DIM 152.84 (86.28) 151.76 (85.86)–154.47 (86.58)
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Pepn random regression coefficient on Zkn, for the per-
manent environment effect of animal p;

Gpn random regression coefficient on Zkn, for the
additive genetic effect (AG) of animal p; and

eijkp random residual.

24 different models (4 models with Wilmink function and
20 models without Wilmink function) were fit for the first
and second data set (Table 3). The models differed in terms of
the polynomials used to fit the covariance functions for PE
and animal genetic effects as shown in Table 3.

The following polynomials were used for first and second
data sets:

– Legendre polynomials up to fourth order with Wilmink
function (e−0.09⁎DIM) to model PE and animal genetic
effects (LP-g1p1W+, LP-g2p2W+, LP-g3p2W+ and LP-
g4p4W+).

– Legendre polynomial up to fifth orders without Wilmink
function to model PE and animal genetic effects (LP-
g0p0W−, LP-g0p1W, LP-g1p0W−, LP-g1p1W−, LP-
g1p2W−, LP-g2p1W−, LP-g2p2W−, LP-g2p3W−,
LP-g3p2W−, LP-g3p3W−, Lp-g3p4W−, LP-g4p3W−,
LP-g4p4W−, LP-g4p5W−, LP-g5p4W−, Lp-g5p5W−,
LP-g0p5W−, LP-g1p5W−, Lp-g2p5W− and LP-g3p5W−).
All models included an intercept for both PE and animal
genetic effects.

To compare the different models, likelihood ratio tests
were used. Fox (1997) reported that a likelihood ratio test is
used to compare the fit of two models one of which is nested
within the other.

Based on the estimates of difference in −2 log likelihood
compared to model LP-g5p5W− for different orders of
Legendre polynomials for first and second data sets, only
the following polynomials were used for data sets 3 to 10:

– Fifth order Legendre polynomials without Wilmink func-
tion tomodel PE and animal genetic effects (LP-g5p5W−).

– Fifth order Legendre polynomials without Wilmink func-
tion to model PE and fourth order Legendre polynomials
without Wilmink function to model animal genetic effect
(LP-g4p5W−).

Single trait variance component estimates from first and
second data sets were used as starting values for the other
data sets analysis to facilitate convergence. Animal variance
(σ2gi), PE variance (σ2PEj), and heritability (h2

k) at DIM were
calculated as:

σ2gi = ZjGZi

σ2PEj = ZjPZi

h2k =
σ2gi

σ2gi + σ2PEj + σ2e

Z Vector of polynomials in the model for DIM k;
G (Co)variance matrix for animal RR coefficient;
P (Co)variance matrix for PE RR coefficient and
σ2e residual variance.

Similarly, genetic correlation coefficients (rgij) at different
DIM were calculated by dividing the additive genetic
covariance between any two test day by the square root of
the product of their additive genetic variances of σ2gi and
σ2gj. The genetic correlation between the ith and jth DIM is
calculated as

rgij =
σgijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

σ2gi
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

σ2gj
q

where,

σgij ZiGZj

σ2gi and σ2gj are as previous defined.
Estimates of phenotypic correlation coefficients (rpij)

between stature ratings at different test days were calculated
as:

rpij =
σpijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

σ2pi

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2pj

q :

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Model comparison

Tables 4 and 5 show the estimates of difference in −2 log
likelihood compared to model LP-g5p5W− for different
orders of Legendre polynomials for first and second data
sets. From these tables, the model LP-g4p5W− was the
lowest difference in −2 log likelihood.

Table 2
Summary of data characteristics for factors used in the analysis.

Effect Number of levels across
the 10 sample data sets

Range in levels for the
10 sample data sets

Test day records 1,190,584 (record) 116,637–122,059 (record)
Herd test days 117,262

(herd test days)
8659–14,842
(herd test days)

Cows with data 149,233 (cow) 14,800–14,979 (cow)
Animals in
pedigree

329,070 (animal) 30,422–35,578 (animal)

Table 3
Models fitted for permanent environmental and additive genetic effects with
and without Wilmink term.

Number of
data set

Models fitted with
Wilmink term

Models fitted without
Wilmink term

Set no. 1 and 2 LP-g1p1W+,
LP-g2p2W+,
LP-g3p3W+ and
LP-g4p4W+

LP-g0p0W−, LP-g0p1W−,
LP-g1p0W−, LP-g1p1W−,
LP-g1p2W−, LP-g2p1W−,
LP-g2p2W−, LP_g2p3W−,
LP-g3p2W−, LP-g3p3W−,
Lp-g3p4W−, LP-g4p3W−,
LP-g4p4W−, LP-g4p5W−,
LP-g5p4W−, Lp-g5p5W−,
LP-g0p5W−, LP-g1p5W−,
Lp-g2p5W− and LP-g3p5W−

Set no. 3 to 10 LP-g4p5W− and LP-g5p5W−
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Table 6 shows the difference in −2 log likelihood for
model LP-g4p5W− and LP-g5p5W− for the ten data sets. In
this study, increasing the order of the orthogonal polynomial

for DIM fitted from a fourth order to a fifth order for the
additive genetic effect improves the log likelihood. For
example, increasing the random regression polynomial
order of fit from fourth to fifth increasing log likelihood by
34.96 in the fourth data set (Table 6). Therefore, based on the
criterion of −2ln likelihood, model with 5 coefficients for
permanent environment effect and 5 coefficients for genetic
effect was preferred. This is in agreement with Pool et al.
(2000) and Haile Mariam et al. (2001). They reported that
studies that compared the orders of polynomials to be fitted
in RRM for the analysis of TDM milk yield, recommended
fitting equal orders for the permanent environment and
genetic effects. Also, used high order of Legendre polynomials
is in agreement with Carabano et al. (2007) who reported
that high order polynomials were needed to accommodate
the highly oscillating nature of the phenotypic values.

3.2. Model parameters

From results of model LP-g5p5W− for the 10 sample data
sets, estimates of additive genetic variances were high at the
beginning of the lactation for the first month with a wavy
pattern after a month, and then rose to their maximum at the
end of lactation (Fig. 1). This is in disagreement with Haile
Mariam et al. (2001) and Ødegard et al. (2003). They reported
that the additive genetic variance was lower in early lactation
than later. Estimated PE variances by DIM were shown in
Fig. 2 for the same model. PE variances were highest in the
beginning of the lactation and decreased towards the end of
lactation. This result is in agreement with Ødegard et al.
(2003). The same results were observed for additive genetic
and PE variances for model LP-g4p5W− (Figs. 3 and 4).

Fig. 5 shows that the heritability (h2) estimates for model
LP-g5p5W−were low at the beginning of the lactation (0.098
for DIM 10) and with a wavy pattern increased again until the
end of lactation (0.135 to 0.151). This is in agreement with
earlier study of Negussie et al., 2008 who reported that a
possible explanation for the lower estimate of h2 at the
beginning of lactation could be large environmental variance
during the early stage of lactation, or low genetic variance. It
is also important to note here that if a cow has udder infection
at the test-day, the farmer does not take SCC measurements.
This usually occurs in early lactation (when the incidence of
mastitis is high) and might have caused a reduction on SCS
and consequently increased the environmental components

Table 4
Estimates of difference in−2 log likelihood compared to model LP-g5p5W−
for different orders of Legendre polynomials for first data set.

Co-variance functions: order
of Legendre polynomials
with (W+) and without
(W−) a Wilmink term

Number of
parameters

Difference in −2 log
likelihood compared
to model LP_g5p5W−

LP_g0p0W− 3 8585.83
LP_g0p1W− 5 4457.81
LP_g1p0W− 5 4817.28
LP_g1p1W− 7 4303.14
LP_g1p2W− 10 1907.14
LP-g2p1W− 10 2266.87
LP-g2p2W− 13 1879.86
LP-g2p3W− 17 785.06
LP-g3p2W− 17 1346.92
LP-g3p3W− 21 775.30
LP-g3p4W− 26 288.11
LP-g4p3W− 26 448.40
LP-g4p4W− 31 286.48
LP-g4p5W− 37 5.20
LP-g5p4W− 37 988.30
LP-g5p5W− 43 0.00
LP-g0p5W− 23 188.23
Lp-g1p5W− 25 37.91
Lp-g2p5W− 28 18.34
Lp-g3p5W− 32 14.59
LP-g1p1W+ 13 2646.65
LP-g2p2W+ 21 1112.93
LP-g3p3W+ 31 676.52
LP-g4p4W+ 43 281.47

Table 5
Estimates of difference in−2 log likelihood compared to model LP-g5p5W−
for different orders of Legendre polynomials for second data set.

Co-variance functions: Order
of Legendre polynomials
with (W+) and without
(W−) a Wilmink term

Number of
parameters

Difference in −2 log
likelihood compared
to model LP_g5p5W−

LP_g0p0W− 3 7399.43
LP_g0p1W− 5 3891.65
LP_g1p0W− 5 4370.14
LP_g1p1W− 7 3791.28
LP_g1p2W− 10 1665.44
LP-g2p1W− 10 2092.39
LP-g2p2W− 13 1646.14
LP-g2p3W− 17 702.55
LP-g3p2W− 17 989.66
LP-g3p3W− 21 699.40
LP-g3p4W− 26 279.20
LP-g4p3W− 26 429.89
LP-g4p4W− 31 274.57
LP-g4p5W− 37 4.36
LP-g5p4W− 37 144.54
LP-g5p5W− 43 0.00
LP-g0p5W− 23 120.05
Lp-g1p5W− 25 31.75
Lp-g2p5W− 28 12.02
Lp-g3p5W− 32 9.84
LP-g1p1W+ 13 2483.94
LP-g2p2W+ 21 952.89
LP-g3p3W+ 31 581.84
LP-g4p4W+ 43 303.52

Table 6
Estimates of the difference in −2 log Likelihood for model LP-g4p5W− and
LP-g5p5W− for the 10 sample datasets.

Data set Difference in −2 log likelihood
(model (LP-lg4p5W−)–(Model LP-g5p5W−))

1 5.2
2 4.36
3 17.01
4 34.96
5 27.7
6 8.83
7 29.51
8 7.96
9 6.52
10 24.08
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Fig. 1. Additive genetic variance estimated for SCS from random regression animal model (model LP-g5p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.
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Fig. 2. Permanent environmental variance estimated for SCS from random regression animal model (model LP-g5p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.
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Fig. 3. Additive genetic variance estimated for SCS from random regression animal model (model LP-g4p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.
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Fig. 4. Permanent environmental variance estimated for SCS from random regression animal model (model LP-g4p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.
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leading to low h2 estimates. Fig. 6 shows the same results for
h2 for model LP-g4p5W−.

3.3. Genetic and environmental correlation

Tables 7 and 8 show the genetic and environmental
correlations on selected days for SCS frommodel LP-g5p5W−
and model LP-g4p5W− respectively for the 10 sample data
sets. In general, genetic correlations between SCS were high
for adjacent tests and low between the early part of the
lactation and the latter part (Figs. 7 and 8) rejecting the
hypothesis that genetic correlation is near unity between any
time point in the first lactation. The highest genetic
correlation close to 1 was observed between tests close to

each other (the genetic correlation between DIM 280 and
DIM 310 was 0.975 for model LP-g5p5W– and 0.985 for
model LP-g4p5W–), and the lowest (0.165 for model LP-
g5p5W– and 0.298 for model LP-g4p5W–) was between the
initial (DIM 10) and final (DIM 310) stages of lactation. Also,
environmental correlations are high between adjacent tests
and are lowest between initial and final stage of lactation.
The maximum environmental correlation value of 0.991 and
0.993 is betweenDIM 280 and DIM 310 formodel LP-g5p5W–

and model LP-g4p5W– respectively and the minimum
correlation value of 0.098 and 0.080 is between DIM 10 and
DIM 280 for model LP-g5p5W– and model LP-g4p5W–

respectively (Figs. 9 and 10). This is in agreement with
Mrode and Swanson (2003) who reported that the genetic
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Fig. 5. Heritability estimated for SCS from random regression animal model (model LP-g5p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.
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Fig. 6. Heritability estimated for SCS from random regression animal model (model LP-g4p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.

Table 7
Genetic correlations (above diagonal), heritability (diagonal) and environmental correlations (below diagonal) on selected days of SCS for model LP-g5p5W− for
the 10 sample datasets.

10 40 70 100 130 160 190 220 250 280 310

10 0.098 0.669 0.450 0.387 0.370 0.362 0.356 0.355 0.353 0.316 0.165
40 0.621 0.116 0.959 0.914 0.869 0.828 0.801 0.777 0.743 0.681 0.580
70 0.344 0.893 0.130 0.987 0.955 0.920 0.893 0.867 0.829 0.770 0.693
100 0.261 0.697 0.926 0.124 0.989 0.968 0.948 0.927 0.893 0.840 0.766
130 0.249 0.547 0.802 0.961 0.117 0.994 0.983 0.968 0.942 0.898 0.822
160 0.246 0.485 0.708 0.880 0.969 0.121 0.997 0.988 0.971 0.935 0.864
190 0.217 0.468 0.639 0.777 0.881 0.996 0.128 0.997 0.987 0.960 0.896
220 0.166 0.451 0.589 0.689 0.785 0.895 0.975 0.135 0.996 0.978 0.923
250 0.118 0.410 0.555 0.646 0.727 0.825 0.914 0.972 0.140 0.992 0.947
280 0.098 0.350 0.515 0.618 0.683 0.750 0.816 0.887 0.968 0.138 0.975
310 0.137 0.413 0.528 0.584 0.630 0.706 0.796 0.885 0.967 0.991 0.151
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correlations were highest between adjacent DIM but de-
creased as DIM got further apart.

4. Conclusion

Random regression models using Legendre polynomials
are well suited for estimating genetic parameter for SCC
compared with other random regression terms. When com-
paring −2ln (restricted likelihood) for the 24 models, the

model without Wilmink term with 5th order LP for PE and
additive genetic effects (LP-g5p5W−) fitted the data best in
our study rejecting the hypothesis that including a Wilmink
term will improve the likelihood more than an extra order
Legendre polynomial.

The average heritability differed over the lactation and
was lowest at the beginning and higher at the end of lactation
with a wavy pattern. The low h2 in early lactation is due to
large temporary environmental effect. Genetic correlations
between SCS were high for adjacent tests (nearly 1) and low

Fig. 7. Estimated genetic correlations (rg) between SCS at different DIM
(model LP-g5p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.

Fig. 8. Estimated genetic correlations (rg) between SCS at different DIM
(model LP-g4p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.

Table 8
Genetic correlations (above diagonal), heritability (diagonal) and environmental correlations (below diagonal) on selected days of SCS for model LP-g4p5W− for
the 10 sample datasets.

10 40 70 100 130 160 190 220 250 280 310

10 0.088 0.774 0.545 0.454 0.433 0.437 0.439 0.427 0.396 0.351 0.298
40 0.611 0.106 0.950 0.902 0.868 0.833 0.799 0.770 0.741 0.697 0.607
70 0.337 0.896 0.125 0.989 0.964 0.926 0.887 0.857 0.835 0.797 0.705
100 0.258 0.702 0.926 0.129 0.991 0.965 0.933 0.908 0.889 0.885 0.766
130 0.254 0.549 0.800 0.960 0.124 0.991 0.972 0.954 0.937 0.905 0.823
160 0.236 0.484 0.705 0.880 0.969 0.122 0.994 0.984 0.971 0.941 0.869
190 0.206 0.469 0.639 0.779 0.882 0.967 0.124 0.997 0.988 0.963 0.901
220 0.162 0.458 0.594 0.693 0.787 0.895 0.976 0.129 0.996 0.979 0.930
250 0.125 0.423 0.561 0.650 0.728 0.826 0.915 0.973 0.138 0.993 0.958
280 0.101 0.355 0.513 0.615 0.681 0.749 0.817 0.888 0.968 0.144 0.985
310 0.080 0.370 0.500 0.567 0.620 0.700 0.792 0.884 0.968 0.993 0.156

Fig. 9. Estimated permanent environmental correlations (re) between SCS at
different DIM (model LP-g5p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.

Fig. 10. Estimated permanent environmental correlations (re) between SCS
at different DIM (model LP-g4p5W−) from the 10 sample data sets.
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between the beginning and the end of lactation rejecting the
hypothesis that genetic correlation is near unity between any
time points in first lactation. Based on test-day records, the
accuracy of genetic evaluations for SCC should be improved
when the variation in heritabilities and correlations is taken
into account.
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